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Extended X: Extending the Reach of Active Externalism2

ABSTRACT3

The terms “extended cognition” and the “extended mind” identify two strands of4

philosophical argument that are commonly subsumed under the general heading5

of active externalism. The present paper describes an integrated approach to un-6

derstanding extended cognition and the extended mind—one that papers over the7

differences between these two, ostensibly distinct, forms of cognitive extension. As8

an added bonus, the paper describes how active externalism might be applied to9

the realm of non-cognitive phenomena, thereby yielding an expansion in the theo-10

retical and empirical scope of the active externalist enterprise. Both these points of11

progress stem from what is called the dispositional hypothesis. According to the dis-12

positional hypothesis, extended cognition occurs when the mechanisms responsible13

for the manifestation of dispositional properties include components that lie beyond14

the borders of the thing to which the dispositional properties are ascribed.15
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1. Introduction18

According to the philosophical position known as active externalism, cognitive and19

mental phenomena can sometimes qualify as extended phenomena in the sense that20

extra-organismic resources can form part of the causally-active physical fabric that21

realizes cognitive/mental states and processes (Clark, 2008; Clark & Chalmers, 1998;22

Menary, 2010). This sort of idea is sometimes presented under the banner of “extended23

cognition,” while at other times, it is presented under the banner of the “extended24

mind.” In both cases, however, the general idea is that extra-organismic resources can,25

on occasion, become incorporated into the machinery of the mind, such that they are26

just as much the realizers of mental states and processes as is a neural circuit or a27

biological brain region. This, at least, is how active externalist theses are presented in28

the philosophical literature. Consider, for example, the following characterizations of29

the active externalist position:30

[. . . ] extended mind theory suggests that the physical machinery that realizes some of an31

individual agent’s cognitive processes and mental states can, under humanly attainable32

conditions, include elements and devices located beyond the bounds of skin and skull.33

(Clark, 2015, p. 3758)34

[. . . ] the actual local operations that realize certain forms of human cognizing include35

inextricable tangles of feedback, feedforward, and feed-around loops: loops that promiscu-36

ously criss-cross the boundaries of brain, body, and world. The local mechanisms of mind,37

if this is correct, are not all in the head. Cognition leaks out into body and world. (Clark,38

2008, p. xxviii)39

At first sight, these characterizations can seem unproblematic. This is not to say40

that there is nothing contentious about the sort of claim that is being made here; it is41

merely to suggest that the foregoing characterizations yield a seemingly straightforward42
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understanding of what active externalism is all about.43

Or do they? It turns out that neither of these characterizations are entirely devoid44

of problems. The appeal to tangled loops, for example, seems perfectly appropriate45

for some cases of extended cognizing, but theorists have struggled to reconcile this46

with the seemingly simple ‘loop’ that serves as the basis for claims about the extended47

mind (see Palermos, 2014). Another problem centers on the appeal to “physical48

machinery” and “local mechanisms.” While these mechanistic concepts can be applied49

to situations involving an occurrent cognitive process; they are much harder to apply50

to situations involving dispositional kinds, such as states of dispositional belief. Kaiser51

and Krickel (2017), for example, suggest that mechanistic explanations describe the52

mechanisms responsible for occurrent phenomena, but occurrent phenomena are not53

dispositions, and this raises doubts about the extent to which mechanistic concepts54

can be used to fix the extended status of dispositional beliefs.55

These points of confusion and ambiguity suggest that we need a clearer explication of56

active externalism—one that gives us a more precise understanding of what is entailed57

by the notions of extended cognition and the extended mind. A similar point is made58

by Chalmers (2019, p. 12) when he suggests that we need a stronger formulation of59

the extended mind thesis, one that “captures what is really at issue in the debate.”60

Chalmers’ own response to this challenge comes in the form of what I will call the61

sensorimotor hypothesis. According to this hypothesis:62

A subject’s cognitive processes and mental states can be partly constituted by entities63

that are external to the subject, in virtue of the subject’s sensorimotor interaction with64

these entities. (Chalmers, 2019, p. 15)65

While this formulation helps to address some of the problems that have surfaced in66

the active externalist literature; it still leaves many questions unanswered. (Consider,67

for example, that it doesn’t really address the issues raised above.) What is perhaps68

worse is that the appeal to sensorimotor interaction threatens to introduce additional69

problems. What is it, for example, that makes some episode of interaction a specifically70

sensorimotor interaction? How do we individuate a sensorimotor interface? And what71

(if anything) does sensorimotor interaction have to do with the constitutional status of72

“entities that are external to the subject”?73

My aim in the present paper is to present an alternative approach to understanding74

extended cognition and the extended mind, one that avoids the potentially problematic75

appeal to sensorimotor interaction. From a methodological standpoint, this account is76

informed by a consideration of (what I take to be) some puzzling features of the active77

externalist literature. For the sake of convenience, I will refer to these features under78

the headings of the duality puzzle, the puzzle of exotic kinds, the puzzle of extended79

mechanisms, and the missing link puzzle.80

The duality puzzle concerns the nature of the relationship between extended cognition81

and the extended mind. Is the term “extended cognition” merely a terminological82

variant of the term “extended mind,” or do these terms denote two distinct forms83

of cognitive extension (“cognitive extension” being the term I use to refer to both84

extended cognition and the extended mind)? In response to this question, the existing85

philosophical literature reveals a number of ways of distinguishing extended cognition86

from the extended mind (Allen-Hermanson, 2013; McKenna, 2019; Palermos, 2014;87

Pöyhönen, 2014; Wheeler, 2019a). Some theorists, for example, have drawn attention88

to a state vs. process distinction: arguments for the extended mind tend to direct their89

attention to the realm of cognitive/mental states, whereas arguments for extended90

cognition tend to direct their attention to the realm of cognitive/mental processes (e.g.,91
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Pöyhönen, 2014). Another distinction relates to the notion of explanatory kinds, with92

arguments for the extended mind featuring an appeal to explanatory kinds relevant93

to folk psychology (e.g., belief), and arguments for extended cognition featuring94

an appeal to explanatory kinds relevant to cognitive science (e.g., memory) (e.g.,95

Allen-Hermanson, 2013). Other sorts of distinction could undoubtedly be made (e.g.,96

arguments for extended cognition tend to focus on occurrent cognitive phenomena,97

while arguments for the extended mind tend to focus on states of dispositional belief),98

but regardless of the way in which the distinction is made, there does appear to be some99

sort of philosophically-significant difference between the terms “extended cognition”100

and the “extended mind.” Perhaps, then, active externalism is something of a dualistic101

enterprise—a philosophical fabric spun from two distinct, albeit overlapping, strands102

of philosophical argument. On the other hand, it would be nice if these two forms of103

cognitive extension could be subsumed within a common theoretical framework, one104

that respects the differences between extended cognition and the extended mind, while105

simultaneously revealing them to be subtly different manifestations of what amounts106

to the same basic idea. Of these two options, it is the latter, integrative, option that is107

favored by the theoretical account to be described below.108

A second puzzle for the proponent of active externalism relates to the recent emer-109

gence of ‘exotic’ forms of cognitive extension. These include the likes of extended spider110

cognition (Japyassú & Laland, 2017), extended plant cognition (Parise, Gagliano, &111

Souza, 2020), extended protist cognition (Sims & Kiverstein, 2022), and the various112

forms of extended cognizing implemented by non-biological systems, such as Artificial113

Intelligence (AI) systems (Jonker, 2008; Smart, 2018). For the most part, the bulk of114

the philosophical literature has focused on human-based forms of cognitive extension—115

the forms of cognitive extension that involve an appeal to human mental/cognitive116

states/processes. The presence of exotic varieties, however, suggests that the notion of117

extended cognition (and perhaps the extended mind) might be applicable to non-human118

entities. At present, it is unclear how these exotic varieties might be accommodated119

within an overarching theoretical framework that preserves the ideas and insights120

yielded by a selective focus on human-based forms of cognitive extension. This, then,121

is a further puzzle for the proponent of active externalism. It is what I will call the122

puzzle of exotic kinds.123

A third puzzle is what I will call the puzzle of extended mechanisms. In this case, the124

puzzle relates to the precise role played by mechanistic concepts in active externalist125

theorizing. Consider, for example, that the active externalist literature features a126

persistent appeal to mechanism-related concepts, especially talk of extended mechanisms127

(Clark, 2011; Hurley, 2010; Kaplan, 2012; Smart, in press; Zednik, 2011). Quite plausibly,128

the term “extended mechanism” is being used to refer to the mechanisms that are129

responsible for extended cognitive processes, as well as other extended cognitive130

phenomena (e.g., extended cognitive states). At present, however, it remains unclear131

how we ought to understand the notion of an extended mechanism. What is it, exactly,132

that makes a mechanism extended? Presumably, the answer has something to do with133

the fact that the mechanism transcends some sort of border or boundary, but the134

nature of that border or boundary is somewhat hard to pin down. Active externalists135

typically appeal to biological or metabolic boundaries, such as the proverbial borders of136

“skin and skull,” in referring to extended mechanisms. But this sort of characterization137

will not work for the more exotic forms of cognitive extension mentioned above. Plants,138

for example, do not have brains, spiders do not have skulls, and AI systems do not139

have skin. Part of the problem here is that different kinds of cognitive extension feature140

entities/agents with different borders and boundaries, so our understanding of what141
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makes something an extended mechanism must be pitched at a level of abstraction142

that is divorced from the material features of any particular entity or agent.143

A final puzzle relates to the historical precursors of active externalism. Active exter-144

nalism is mostly directed to the realm of cognitive/mental phenomena (e.g., cognitive145

processes, dispositional beliefs, and so on). Historically, however, active externalist146

claims emerged against a backdrop of cases that did not involve an appeal to cogni-147

tive/mental phenomena. The swimming-related capabilities of bluefin tuna are a nice148

example of this (see Clark, 1997; Kaplan, 2012). It is hard to see how such capabili-149

ties could be characterized in cognitive terms, and yet the explanation of the tuna’s150

natatorial success is one that bears a striking resemblance to the explanatory approach151

adopted for cases of extended cognizing (see Section 4.3). What is more, the proponents152

of active externalism sometimes appeal to non-cognitive cases as a means of explicating153

active externalist ideas. Wilson and Clark (2009, p. 62), for example, refer to a puta-154

tive form of (non-cognitive) ‘extension’ that centers on hermit crabs. They also draw155

attention to the parallels between extended cognition and extension-related concepts156

in disciplines as diverse as computer science (extended computation), evolutionary157

biology (niche construction), physiology (extended physiology), and developmental158

systems theory. All this presents us with another puzzle. Call it the missing link puzzle.159

This puzzle concerns the relationship between active externalism—as a philosophical160

movement within the sciences of the mind—and the forms of extension that occur161

across a broad swath of other disciplines, some of which lie beyond the borders of162

cognitive science (see Huneman, 2013).163

The present paper aims to resolve all these puzzles by describing a theoretical164

account dubbed the dispositional hypothesis (see Section 3). This hypothesis represents165

a generalization of another hypothesis that was developed to cater for cases involving an166

appeal to extended cognitive processes (see Section 2). Courtesy of the generalization,167

I show how the dispositional hypothesis provides us with a relatively straightforward168

approach to understanding extended cognition and the extended mind (see Section 4.1).169

I also show how the dispositional hypothesis applies to both cognitive and non-cognitive170

phenomena (see Section 4.3), thereby expanding the scope of active externalist theorizing171

to the realm of Extended X,1 (where the “X” refers to phenomena of both the cognitive172

and non-cognitive kind).173

2. The Cognitive Capacity Hypothesis174

In confronting a complex problem, it sometimes helps to limit one’s attention to a175

single, simplified version of the problem and then generalize the solution (if there is176

one) to a wider class of cases. This is the strategy I will employ here. I will thus begin177

by considering the case of long multiplication, which is a frequently cited example of178

extended cognizing within the active externalist literature (Wheeler, 2010; Wilson &179

Clark, 2009). The case centers on the use of pen and paper resources to solve long180

multiplication problems, such as 763× 342. I will not detain the reader by discussing181

the details of this case, in part because many readers will be familiar with the relevant182

problem-solving routine. In a nutshell, when we are presented with a long multiplication183

problem, we often resort to a problem-solving strategy that involves the use of pen and184

paper resources. These extra-organismic resources are used as part of the multiplicative185

process, and, if everything goes according to plan, the process terminates in the correct186

1The term “Extended X” is owed to Huneman (2013).
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The Cognitive Capacity Hypothesis

[CC1] A cognitive capacity (CC) is ascribed to a given human individual
(H).

[CC2] The exercise of CC is a cognitive process (CP ).

[CC3] CP is realized/constituted by a mechanism (M).

[CC4] The constituents of M are a set of components (A).

[CC5] In the case of non-extended cognition, the members of A are wholly
contained within the borders/boundaries of H.

[CC6] In the case of extended cognition, some of the members of A are located
external to the borders/boundaries of H.

Figure 1. The Cognitive Capacity Hypothesis.

solution to the original problem. This is what we might call a form of extended problem-187

solving (Kirsh, 2009) or (perhaps better) a form of extended mathematical cognition188

(Menary, 2015).189

For the purposes of the present analysis, let us assume that the long multiplication190

case—the use of pen and paper resources to solve long multiplication problems—191

counts as a bona fide example of extended cognizing. The analysis of this case yields192

a theoretical account of extended cognition that I will dub the cognitive capacity193

hypothesis (see Figure 1).194

The cognitive capacity hypothesis assumes that a cognitive capacity (CC) is ascribed195

to a particular individual (clause CC1).2 In the long multiplication case, the relevant196

capacity is a capacity to solve long multiplication problems. This is what we might call197

a mathematical capacity or, more specifically, a multiplicative capacity. For other forms198

of extended cognizing, the ascribed capacity will be of a different kind. In the case of199

extended memory (Carter & Kallestrup, 2016), for example, the ascribed capacity is200

likely to be a mnemonic capacity, while in the case of extended perception (Wilson,201

2010), the ascribed capacity is likely to be a perceptual capacity.3202

The exercise of CC is glossed as a cognitive process (CP ) (clause CC2). For the203

long multiplication case, CP corresponds to the actual long multiplication process,204

i.e., the occurrent process that involves the use of pen and paper resources to solve205

the long multiplication problem. The claim that this particular process reflects the206

2There ought to be nothing controversial about this appeal to capacities as the starting point for our

understanding of extended cognition. As noted by Cummins (2000), capacities play an important role in
scientific efforts to explain a broad array of psychological phenomena: “The primary explananda of psychology

[are] capacities: the capacity to see depth, to learn and speak a language, to plan, to predict the future, to

empathize, to fathom the mental states of others, to deceive oneself, to be self-aware, and so on. Understanding
these sorts of capacities is what motivates psychological inquiry in the first place” (Cummins, 2000, p. 122).
3This highlights the generality of the cognitive capacity hypothesis relative to the various forms of extended

cognition that have been discussed in the active externalist literature. Thus, while the cognitive capacity

hypothesis is inspired by a consideration of one particular form of extended cognition, namely the use of pen and
paper resources to solve long multiplication problems, it should not be seen as limited to the long multiplication

case. The cognitive capacity hypothesis is intended to serve as the basis for a general account that applies to
multiple forms of extended cognizing, but the ultimate endpoint of this analytic trajectory is the dispositional
hypothesis, which is discussed in Section 3.
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exercise of some sort of capacity is, I think, largely uncontroversial. What is perhaps207

more controversial is the idea that this process ought to be regarded as a specifically208

cognitive process. Does the world-involving variant of the long multiplication process209

count as a genuinely cognitive process, and, if so, what is it that makes it a cognitive210

process?211

In response to this question, it is worth noting that if the long multiplication process212

were to be performed in the head, using nothing more than the computational and213

representational resources of the biological brain, then we would probably have little214

problem in accepting the cognitive status of the long multiplication process.4 In this215

respect, the long multiplication case is interesting, for there are indeed times when216

we resort to the use of in-the-head methods to solve long multiplication problems.217

Consider, for example, that if we were pressed to solve the problem 763× 342 without218

the use of pen and paper resources, then we could probably do so via an in-the-head219

method. The upshot is that the ascription of a multiplicative capacity comes with a220

degree of uncertainty. In ascribing a multiplicative capacity to a human individual, we221

are assuming that the individual has a capacity to solve long multiplication problems.222

But the exercise of this capacity is indeterminate between the use of in-the-head223

and in-the-world methods. We may believe that a given individual will solve long224

multiplication problems in-the-head, but then discover, to our surprise, that these225

problems are being solved in-the-world. Conversely, we may believe that an individual226

will solve long multiplication problems using pen and paper resources, but then discover227

that they resort to an in-the-head strategy. Inasmuch as we are content to assume that228

the ascribed capacity counts as cognitive when the exercise of this capacity involves229

the in-the-head strategy, then what reason do we have to discount the cognitive status230

of (what looks to be) the same capacity when the exercise of the capacity relies on231

the deployment on some alternative problem-solving strategy (i.e., an in-the-world232

strategy)? After all, prior to the observation of a token instantiation of the multiplicative233

process, we may not know how the capacity will be exercised. And even if we did, would234

this materially alter our intuitions about the cognitive status of the sort of capacity235

that is being ascribed here?236

This highlights an important point about the cognitive capacity hypothesis: The237

hypothesis assumes that the cognitive status of a process (the exercise of a capacity)238

stems from the cognitive status of whatever capacity the process is the exercise of.239

Accordingly, in the long multiplication case, the idea is that the long multiplication240

process counts as cognitive simply because it corresponds to the exercise of a capacity241

that we are content to regard as cognitive. This capacity-centric approach to the problem242

of cognitive status is to be contrasted with an alternative analytic approach that directs243

attention to the features of cognitive processes and/or the mechanisms responsible for244

these processes. This alternative approach is well-represented in theoretical debates245

pertaining to the so-called “mark of the cognitive” (Adams, 2010; Adams & Garrison,246

2013).5247

As will become clear in the next section, I regard capacities as being a subset of the248

class of dispositions. A capacity describes the powers of some object (in this case, a249

4This represents an application of what has been called the parity principle (see Clark & Chalmers, 1998).
5In one sense, of course, this approach to resolving the cognitive status of CP doesn’t really get us anywhere,

for we still need some means of determining what it is that makes a given capacity a specifically cognitive
capacity. For present purposes, I will assume that we have no problem in identifying certain capacities as

cognitive capacities, regardless of our understanding of the precise details of the processes (and, crucially, the
underlying mechanisms) that reflect the exercise of these capacities. This makes sense, since I assume that for

much of human history, we had little insight into the nature of the mechanisms that realized cognitive processes.

And yet, despite this, we were, I presume, still able to recognize certain capacities as being of the cognitive kind.

6
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human individual) to bring about a certain state-of-affairs (e.g., the solution to long250

multiplication problems). While the notion of a disposition might be seen to refer to251

things that will happen in the future, there is, I think, no reason why we could not (and,252

indeed, would not) ascribe a disposition based on the observation of a specific cognitive253

performance. If, for example, we observe a human individual expertly solving long254

multiplication problems using pen and paper resources, then it is reasonable to assume255

that the individual has a capacity to solve long multiplication problems. And this is so,256

even if prior to the observation of such performances we were unsure as to whether the257

individual possessed this capacity. Such ascriptions of skill and expertise no doubt play258

an important role in enabling us to rely on individuals in particular circumstances.259

At the very least, they enable us to anticipate the behavior of individuals in future260

to-be-encountered situations. Thus, if we were to ever rely on an individual to solve261

long multiplication problems, we would no doubt want to be sure that the individual262

could, in fact, solve such problems. We would, in short, want to know that we could263

rely on the individual to do the things we expected them to do.264

In the world-involving variant of the long multiplication process, we ascribe a capacity265

to a human individual, but the exercise of this capacity (the long multiplication process)266

is one that features the use of resources that lie external to the human individual (i.e.,267

the process involves resources that lie external to the borders of the thing to which the268

capacity is ascribed). Does this mean our capacity-related ascriptions are misplaced?269

Should we perhaps say that it is the larger system, consisting of human + pen + paper,270

that has the multiplicative capacity rather than the human individual? The answer to271

this question is, I think, unclear. Nevertheless, for most practical purposes, there are a272

number of reasons why we might be inclined to regard the human individual as the273

subject, bearer, or owner of the multiplicative capacity. For a start, it is the human274

individual that brings the long multiplication routine into existence by creating (or at275

least triggering the creation of) the mechanism that is responsible for that routine. In276

addition, the individual is exerting considerable control over the way in which the long277

multiplication process unfolds. In particular, any individual who possesses a genuine278

multiplicative capacity will adhere to a set of normative constraints and practices that279

govern the overall shape of the long multiplication routine (Menary, 2015; Roberts,280

2012). (Such constraints are, of course, required to ensure that the long multiplication281

routine terminates in a successful solution.) In this sense, it seems perfectly appropriate282

to credit the individual with a capacity to solve long multiplication problems. If, for283

example, the process succeeds, then we are likely to see the human individual as284

being ‘responsible’ for this outcome (see Roberts, 2012). Conversely, if the process285

should go awry, then it hardly seems appropriate to blame the pen for the anomalous286

result. Whatever the outcome of the long multiplication process, it is likely to be the287

human individual that is credited (or blamed) for the success (or failure) of the long288

multiplication process. (This is what I mean by the individual being ‘responsible’ for289

the outcome of the long multiplication process.)290

Clauses CC3 and CC4 of the cognitive capacity hypothesis feature an appeal to291

mechanistic concepts, specifically the concepts of mechanism and component. These292

concepts are taken from the burgeoning literature on the philosophy of mechanisms—a293

field of philosophical research known as (the new) mechanical (or neo-mechanical)294

philosophy (Glennan, 2017; Glennan & Illari, 2018a). A concise characterization of the295

mechanism concept is provided by Glennan (2017):296

A mechanism for a phenomenon consists of entities (or parts) whose activities and297

interactions are organized so as to be responsible for the phenomenon. (Glennan, 2017,298
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p. 17)299

As should be clear from this characterization, the constituents of mechanisms are300

entities and activities. These are what are known as the components of mechanisms.301

Specifically, a component is a composite of both an entity and an activity. There302

are, as Glennan (2017, pp. 20–21) notes, no entities without activities (entities must303

have activities in order to qualify as components), nor are there any activities without304

entities (activities must belong to some entity). In this sense, a component is some entity305

involved in an activity. In the long multiplication case, the set of components includes306

(I suggest) the human individual, as well as the bio-external pen and paper resources.307

These components interact in such a way as to be collectively responsible for some308

phenomenon, which, in the long multiplication case, is the long multiplication process.309

Together, then, the components comprise the mechanism (they are the mechanism’s310

parts), and the mechanism is responsible for the long multiplication process.311

The sense in which a mechanism is seen to be responsible for a phenomenon can be312

interpreted in one of two ways. A mechanism can either be seen to cause a phenomenon313

or it can be seen to constitute a phenomenon (see, for example, Kaiser & Krickel, 2017).314

As suggested by CC3, the relevant form of responsibility in the case of the cognitive315

capacity hypothesis is the constitutive one. In particular, a mechanism (M) is deemed316

to realize/constitute a cognitive phenomenon (CP ), or, inversely, CP is deemed to317

be realized by/constituted by M . The relevant form of realization here is what is318

called mechanistic realization, which, according to Wilson and Craver (2007), is a319

particular kind of explanatory realization relation. This form of mechanistic realization320

is, I suggest, semantically equivalent to the notion of mechanistic constitution (see321

Baumgartner, Casini, & Krickel, 2020), which is the form of constitution also referred322

to in CC3.6323

The cognitive capacity hypothesis is broadly consistent with the way that cognitive324

extension has been discussed in the philosophical literature. Here, for example, is how325

Clark (2015) refers to the extended mind:326

The point of the extended mind story was to show that, considered in the context of an327

active, cognitively well-endowed organism, certain apparently bodily or worldly goings-on328

might form parts of the realization base for some cognitive capacities. (Clark, 2015,329

p. 3771)330

Clark is evidently talking about the extended mind here, which may not be the same331

as extended cognition. Nevertheless, this quotation does appear to express a view that332

is nicely aligned with the cognitive capacity hypothesis. Firstly, we have the appeal333

to cognitive capacities. Secondly, there is the appeal to “worldly goings-on,” which I334

interpret as the activity of entities that lie external to the individual. Finally, there is335

the appeal to realization. Clark doesn’t express a commitment to a particular form of336

realization here; nevertheless, I suspect that the notion of mechanistic realization is at337

least a plausible candidate for the kind of realization that is being suggested.338

A potential point of disagreement between Clark and the cognitive capacity hy-339

pothesis is likely to arise in respect of the thing to which capacities are ascribed. The340

cognitive capacity hypothesis suggests that these capacities are ascribed to a human341

individual, but I suspect Clark would be inclined to regard these capacities as the342

properties of the larger materially-hybrid cognitive organization (the extended cognitive343

system) that includes both the human (biological) individual and the resources that344

6For reasons of space, I will not attempt to detail the reasoning behind this inference of semantic equivalence.

I will simply assume, without further argument, that these concepts are equivalent.
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lie external to the human individual. Consider, for example, the way that Wilson and345

Clark (2009) refer to the role of so-called “coupling conditions” in arguments for the346

extended mind:347

Such coupling conditions are meant to ensure that the capacities of the hybrid system—the348

biological organism plus augmentation—are plausibly seen as the capacities of a specific349

individual (e.g. Otto). (Wilson & Clark, 2009, p. 67)350

My own view, here, is that the capacities belong to the human individual, as opposed351

to the larger, hybrid system. That, however, is by-the-by. What matters, for present352

purposes, is not that capacities are being ascribed to the right target; what matters is353

that capacities are, as a matter of fact, being ascribed to one of the constituent elements354

of a larger systemic organization. What matters, in other words, is that we attribute355

capacities (rightly or wrongly) to the human individual rather than to the extended356

cognitive system that actually performs the long multiplication process. This is, I think,357

compatible with the idea that capacities “are plausibly seen as the capacities of a358

specific individual” in the above quotation. Of course, given that the larger extended359

cognitive system in the long multiplication case is a transient construction—what360

Wilson and Clark (2009) dub a Transient Extended Cognitive System (TECS)—we361

may have little choice but to ascribe the relevant (multiplicative) capacity to the human362

individual. The reason for this inheres in the very notion of a TECS. Given that the363

extended cognitive system in the long multiplication case is, by its very nature, a364

transient construction, it will only exist when the relevant capacity is exercised (i.e.,365

a token instantiation of the long multiplication routine is performed). For much of366

the time, then, the extended cognitive system will not exist as a discernible physical367

system to which any sort of capacity could be ‘attached’. The upshot is that there is368

probably little to be gained (in a pragmatic sense) by ascribing capacities to the larger369

extended system, consisting of the human individual + bio-external props, aids, and370

artifacts. Instead, when it comes to the ascription of capacities (to both ourselves and371

others), we simply see the human individual as possessing these capacities. That is to372

say, we see the human individual as the subject, bearer, or owner of capacities, even if373

the exercise of those capacities involves the temporary construction of a larger system374

that performs a given cognitive process. This arguably makes a great deal of sense, for375

(as noted above) the mechanism that realizes the exercise of a cognitive capacity is376

typically one that is brought into existence by the human individual (the entity to377

which the capacity is ascribed). Thus, in the long multiplication case, it is the human378

individual that instantiates the mechanism that then realizes the long multiplication379

process, and it is only when the human individual is willing to engage in the relevant380

routine that the routine stands any chance of being completed (or, of course, started).381

3. The Dispositional Hypothesis382

The cognitive capacity hypothesis caters for the features of at least one instance of383

extended cognizing that has been discussed in the active externalist literature (i.e.,384

the long multiplication case). As things stand, however, it does not provide us with a385

means of accommodating non-cognitive phenomena; nor does it tell us much about the386

relationship between extended cognition and the extended mind. Given that at least387

one of these problems (the former) relates to the specificity of the cognitive capacity388

hypothesis, it may help to generalize some of the terms used in the cognitive capacity389

hypothesis. The terms I focus on here are CC, H, and CP .390
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The first generalization concerns cognitive capacities (denoted by the term CC). I391

deem cognitive capacities to be members of the class of capacities, which are, in turn,392

members of the class of things called dispositions.7 Accordingly, in generalizing the393

cognitive capacity hypothesis, I will substitute the notion of a cognitive capacity with394

the more generic notion of a disposition or dispositional property.8395

As noted by Mumford (1998), the term “disposition” subsumes things like abilities,396

capacities, capabilities, proclivities, powers, potentialities, tendencies, and so on. This397

raises a worry about the over-generalization of CC1. In particular, it is unclear whether398

active externalist claims are best understood with respect to the generic class of399

dispositional properties, or whether such claims ought to be restricted to a particular400

subset of such properties. While this is an important issue—and one that warrants401

further attention—I will seek to minimize the number of constraints that are applied402

to the notion of a dispositional property. The only constraint I will impose relates to403

that mandated by the appeal to mechanistic concepts in CC3 and CC4. Accordingly, I404

suggest that the kind of dispositional properties we are interested in are those whose405

exercise/manifestation involves the instantiation of a mechanism. In other words, in406

talking about dispositional properties, I will assume that the manifestation of such407

properties is subject to mechanistic realization/constitution. These are what might be408

called mechanism-dependent dispositions.9409

The second generalization relates to H (the human individual). In the context of the410

cognitive capacity hypothesis, this term denotes a human individual. But this emphasis411

on human individuals merely reflects the peculiar features of the long multiplication412

case—the fact that it is a human individual that is performing the long multiplication413

task. Accordingly, let us generalize H to include anything that could be the subject of414

cognitive extension. These are what I will call entities. The choice of terminology here is415

motivated by the terminological conventions used in neo-mechanical philosophy, which,416

recall, is the source of other mechanism-related concepts referred to by the cognitive417

capacity hypothesis.10 For present purposes, the term “entity” means something like a418

physical object. It is, in short, an umbrella term for any object to which a (mechanism-419

dependent) dispositional property might be ascribed (e.g., a system, an agent, a human420

7The claim that capacities are members of the class of dispositions is consistent with the work of a number
of theorists (e.g., Cartwright, 2007; Mumford, 1998). According to Glennan (2017, p. 51), “Capacities. . . are

just dispositional properties of systems.” Cummins (2000, p. 122) also suggests that capacities are a particular

form of dispositional property when he writes that: “Capacities are best understood as a kind of complex
dispositional property.”
8The status of dispositions as dispositional properties is an issue that has been the source of considerable

controversy in the philosophical literature (see, for example, Mumford, 1998, chap. 1). For present purposes,

I will assume that it is appropriate to talk of dispositional properties. This is consistent with the way that
dispositions have been conceptualized in the philosophy of science (e.g., Hüttemann & Kaiser, 2018). For some

resistance to the idea that dispositions ought to be regarded as properties, see Mumford (2009).
9It is perfectly possible that additional constraints will need to be imposed on dispositional properties, or

at least the situations in which it is appropriate to talk of dispositional properties being subject to extended
mechanistic realization. Two such constraints are what I will dub the causal constraint (the target of disposition

ascription—the entity to which dispositional properties are ascribed—should, via their own behavior, play a

causal role in instantiating M) and the inclusivity constraint (the target of disposition ascription should qualify
as a component in M). For reasons of space, I will refrain from further discussion of these constraints.
10In fact, the terminological conventions within mechanical philosophy are somewhat vexed. In respect of

the term “entity,” for example, Glennan (2017, p. 20) writes: “The term ‘entity’ is the vaguest, and in this
sense may be the best, but it has one decided disadvantage: within metaphysics the term ‘entity’ is used to

refer generically to any member of the ontological zoo—so among the entities we might believe in are events,
substances, properties, processes, tropes, and so on. It is thus a far broader category than the New Mechanist’s
entities. But since the use of ‘entity’ has now become deeply entrenched in the mechanisms literature, I will
accede to that usage.”
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individual, a biological organism, and so on).11
421

The third, and final, generalization relates to the notion of a cognitive process422

(denoted by the term CP ). I deem cognitive processes to be members of the class of423

processes, which are, in turn, members of the class of things called occurrents. From a424

metaphysical standpoint, the notion of an occurrent subsumes things like processes,425

states, and events,12 all of which are the sorts of things that might be analyzed by426

scientists (and synthesized by engineers). In one sense, then, the term “occurrent”427

seems to be a good substitute for the notion of a cognitive process. On the other428

hand, clause CC3 of the cognitive capacity hypothesis refers to the role of mechanisms429

in constituting or realizing a cognitive process. This, as noted in Section 2, draws430

attention to a particular kind of relational construct, namely, the notion of mechanistic431

realization (Wilson & Craver, 2007) and/or mechanistic constitution (Baumgartner et432

al., 2020). In short, we want to substitute CP with something that is compatible with433

the relata of the mechanistic realization/constitution relation, such that it makes sense434

to say that a mechanism (M) realizes/constitutes Y , where Y refers to whatever it is435

that is being realized/constituted.436

According to Kaiser and Krickel (2017), the nature of what I am calling Y are437

constitutive mechanistic phenomena or object-involving occurrents, where an object-438

involving occurrent is glossed as “an object (or system) that is engaged in a certain439

occurrent” (Kaiser & Krickel, 2017, p. 768). Accordingly, I will generalize the notion of440

a cognitive process to include anything that could qualify as a constitutive mechanistic441

phenomenon (or object-involving occurrent).442

The generalizations mentioned above lead to the following substitutions of the terms443

used in the cognitive capacity hypothesis:444

• H ⇒ E (human individual ⇒ entity).445

• CC ⇒ D (cognitive capacity ⇒ dispositional property).446

• CP ⇒ P (cognitive process ⇒ constitutive mechanistic phenomenon (or object-447

involving occurrent).448

The upshot is a generalized version of the cognitive capacity hypothesis, which I449

will call the dispositional hypothesis (see Figure 2).450

The dispositional hypothesis suggests that we observe a case of extended cognizing451

whenever the mechanisms responsible for the manifestation or exercise of a cognitive452

dispositional property (such as a cognitive capacity) are ones that extend beyond the453

borders or boundaries of the thing to which the dispositional property is ascribed.13
454

These mechanisms are what we might call extended (Clark, 2011; Hurley, 2010; Kaplan,455

2012; Smart, in press; Zednik, 2011), wide (Mi lkowski et al., 2018), or supersized456

(Clark, 2008) mechanisms. (For the sake of simplicity, I will use the term “extended457

mechanism.”) We have thus arrived at a potential resolution of one of the puzzles458

mentioned in Section 1, namely, the puzzle of extended mechanisms. According to the459

dispositional hypothesis, a mechanism is judged to be extended whenever it transcends460

the border or boundary of the entity to which a particular dispositional property is461

ascribed.462

Having now presented the dispositional hypothesis, let us proceed to evaluate the463

hypothesis. The next section (Section 4) seeks to apply the dispositional hypothesis464

11The term “disposition carrier” may be a less metaphysically-loaded way of referring to the subject of extension.
12According to Kaiser and Krickel (2017, p. 768), “occurrents are process[es], event[s], and states (where
activities, behaviours, and the like are, plausibly, special kinds of processes, events, or states).”
13These are what Mumford (1998, p. 1–2) calls disposition ascriptions. They are the “attributions of dispositions

to individual objects.”
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The Dispositional Hypothesis

[DH1] A dispositional property (D) is ascribed to an entity (E).

[DH2] The exercise/manifestation of D is a constitutive mechanistic phe-
nomenon (P ).

[DH3] P is realized/constituted by a mechanism (M).

[DH4] The constituents of M are a set of components (A).

[DH5] In the case of extended phenomena (PX ), some of the members of A
are located external to the borders/boundaries of E.

[DH6] In the case of extended cognitive phenomena (PXC ), D qualifies as a
cognitive/mental property (e.g., a cognitive capacity or a dispositional belief).

Figure 2. The Dispositional Hypothesis.

to a number of cases involving extended (cognitive/mental) phenomena. It also seeks465

to test whether the dispositional hypothesis is able to distinguish between extended466

cognition and other, ostensibly similar, forms of cognition, such as distributed cognition467

(see Section 4.4) and embedded cognition (see Section 4.5).468

4. Evaluating the Dispositional Hypothesis469

4.1. Extended Minds470

One of the objectives of the dispositional hypothesis is to tackle the seemingly dualistic471

nature of the active externalistic enterprise—the fact that extended cognition and472

the extended mind are treated as distinct, albeit inter-related, forms of cognitive473

extension. This objective is achieved courtesy of the appeal to dispositional properties.474

Such properties subsume the notion of dispositional beliefs, which lie at the heart of475

the most well-known philosophical exemplar of the extended mind, namely, the Otto476

notebook case (Clark & Chalmers, 1998). In describing the Otto notebook case, Clark477

and Chalmers (1998) suggest that the notebook serves as part of the (mechanical)478

supervenience base for some of Otto’s dispositional beliefs, e.g., the belief that The479

Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) is located on 53rd Street. This is what is leading us480

to the idea that Otto’s dispositional beliefs ought to be regarded as extended beliefs.481

We can understand this appeal to extended dispositional beliefs in precisely the same482

way as we might understand the appeal to extended cognitive capacities in the long483

multiplication case. In both cases, we are ascribing a dispositional property to a484

particular individual, but the runtime mechanisms that realize the manifestation of this485

property are ones that include components that lie external to the borders/boundaries486

of this individual.487

The upshot is that we have effectively resolved the duality puzzle: the dispositional488

hypothesis is just as applicable to cases featuring an appeal to the extended mind489

as it is to cases featuring an appeal to extended cognition. The main difference here490

relates to the nature of the dispositional property that is being ascribed to a particular491

cognitive individual. In the case of the extended mind, the dispositional properties are492
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drawn from the vocabulary employed by folk psychology (e.g., dispositional beliefs),493

whereas in the case of extended cognition, the dispositional properties are drawn from494

the vocabulary employed by cognitive science (e.g., cognitive capacities/abilities). This495

difference is not necessarily unimportant or insignificant, but there is no reason why a496

simple shift in the nature of a dispositional property would materially alter the way497

we understand extended cognition and the extended mind from the standpoint of the498

dispositional hypothesis.499

4.2. Exotic Forms of Cognitive Extension500

Thus far, we have seen how the dispositional hypothesis caters for cases involving an501

appeal to either extended cognition or the extended mind. But the various forms of502

generalization implemented in Section 3 were only partly geared to accommodating the503

extended mind. Another objective was to broaden the scope of the active externalist504

enterprise—to take the enterprise beyond the narrow confines of human-centered505

cognizing, and, indeed, beyond the confines of cognitive science.506

As a means of evaluating the extent to which we have achieved this objective, it will507

be useful to consider the extent to which the dispositional hypothesis can be applied508

to non-human forms of cognitive extension, i.e., forms of cognitive extension in which509

the entity E is not a human individual. One example of this stems from recent work in510

computer science, especially work that seeks to expand the capacities of conventional511

computational systems by incorporating human individuals into computational routines512

(e.g., Law & von Ahn, 2011). Such work serves as the basis for what is dubbed human-513

extended machine cognition (Smart, 2018), an unusual form of extended cognizing in514

which one or more human individuals are incorporated into the (runtime) cognitive–515

computational processing loops of a technologically-advanced system, such as an AI516

system. Human-extended machine cognition is thus a particular form of what might be517

called machine-centered extended cognition, a form of cognitive extension that includes518

the likes of extended AI (Jonker, 2008).14
519

Such forms of cognitive extension are easily accommodated by the dispositional520

hypothesis. The reason for this is that the dispositional hypothesis makes no claim521

about the nature of the entity that is subject to some form of cognitive extension. In522

philosophical circles, the main target of analytic attention is, of course, human-centered523

extended cognition—the forms of cognitive extension that are spun around a single524

human individual. There is, however, nothing about the dispositional hypothesis that525

excludes the possibility of non-human forms of cognitive extension. The dispositional526

hypothesis is thus just as applicable to technological systems as it is to human individ-527

uals. The same is true of those forms of cognitive extension that are based around a528

non-human biological entity. Examples include the likes of extended spider cognition529

(Japyassú & Laland, 2017) extended plant cognition (Parise et al., 2020), and extended530

cognition in slime molds (Sims & Kiverstein, 2022). In this sense, we have resolved the531

exotic kinds puzzle: the dispositional hypothesis applies just as well to spiders, plants,532

14The notion of extended AI is, of course, not limited to situations where individual humans—the likes of you
and me—are incorporated into a cognitive–computational routine. In principle, there is nothing that would
prevent the term “extended AI” being applied to situations in which AI systems exploit a surrounding penumbra

of non-human resources for the completion of cognitive/computational tasks. One example of this stems from

recent work into so-called differentiable neural computers. As discussed by Clark (2019, p. 272), these are “deep
learning networks that have learnt to use read-write operations to couple their own internal processing capacities

to stable yet modifiable external data stores so as to deliver brand new kinds of functionality.” Such systems, I
suggest, are candidate cases of extended AI, even though human individuals do not serve as components of the
relevant extended mechanism (as per the notion of human-extended machine cognition).
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and computational systems as it does to the more traditional (human) targets of the533

active externalist enterprise.534

Not everyone, of course, will be happy with the idea of human-extended machine535

cognition, especially given the computational nature of both the central entity (the AI536

system) and the information processing routines that reflect the exercise of that entity’s537

(cognitive–computational) capacities. Within philosophical circles, at least, there seems538

to be considerable resistance to the idea that computational systems (especially those539

trading in the manipulation of symbolic representations) ought to be seen as bona540

fide cognitive entities (see van Gelder, 1995). For present purposes, however, we can541

park this issue, for nothing about the dispositional hypothesis requires us to make542

a firm distinction between the realms of the cognitive and the computational (or,543

indeed, between the realms of the cognitive and the non-cognitive). The dispositional544

hypothesis is intended to apply to any kind of (mechanism-dependent) dispositional545

property, no matter its cognitive status. Accordingly, we could accept the idea that no546

computational system—including a human computation system—ought to be regarded547

as a bona fide cognitive system. By itself, however, this will not materially alter claims548

about the extended status of certain forms of computational system (including AI549

systems).15 We can thus accept the possibility of extended AI without becoming overly550

embroiled in the ongoing debate about the seemingly elusive “mark of the cognitive”551

(see Adams, 2010; Adams & Garrison, 2013).552

The dispositional hypothesis can also be put to work in helping us understand553

intra-bodily forms of cognitive extension, such as those centered on a specific biological554

organ (e.g., the biological brain) (Boem, Ferretti, & Caiani, 2021; Facchin, Viola, &555

Zanin, 2021). Understanding these forms of cognitive extension from the perspective556

of the sensorimotor hypothesis (Chalmers, 2019) is complicated by the fact that the557

mechanisms of interest do not extend beyond the bio-corporeal boundaries of the human558

subject. This makes it difficult to identify a specific sensorimotor or perceptuo-motor559

interface by which the extended status of a cognitive routine could be determined.560

In contrast to the sensorimotor hypothesis, intra-bodily forms of cognitive extension561

present no problem for the dispositional hypothesis. As noted above, the dispositional562

hypothesis is neutral as regards the nature of the entity to which a dispositional property563

is ascribed. Accordingly, there is nothing to prevent the dispositional hypothesis being564

applied to situations where we ascribe a given cognitive capacity to (e.g.) the biological565

brain, but then discover that the mechanisms responsible for the manifestation of566

this capacity are ones that extend beyond the neurological realm to include a diverse567

array of extra-neural (albeit still intra-bodily) resources. In this sense, the dispositional568

hypothesis is just as applicable to intra-bodily (or sub-personal) forms of extended569

cognition as it is to those forms of extended cognition that are individuated at the570

personal or organismic level.571

4.3. Extended Swimming572

In addition to being neutral about the subject of cognitive extension, the dispositional573

hypothesis is also neutral about the cognitive/non-cognitive status of the phenomena574

that are deemed to be extended. This neutrality is important, for one of the aims of575

the hypothesis is to illuminate the nature of the missing link—to extend the remit of576

15As noted by Wilson and Clark (2009), there is no reason why the general notion of an extended process
should not be applicable to the realm of computational systems. They suggest that: “computation itself can be
an extended process in just the sense in which we are suggesting that cognition can be an extended process”

(Wilson & Clark, 2009, p. 60).
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active externalist theorizing to the realm of non-cognitive phenomena. We therefore577

want to establish a sensible point of contact with work in a number of disciplines (most578

notably the life sciences), all of which have circled around the general idea of extended579

realization bases for particular kinds of phenomena (see the discussion in Wilson &580

Clark, 2009).581

With this in mind, let us consider a case in which the non-cognitive status of a582

putatively extended routine ought not to be in any doubt. The case I will focus on583

here concerns the swimming-related performances of certain marine species, espe-584

cially the bluefin tuna. The details of this case are described by Clark (1997) and585

Kaplan (2012). For present purposes, however, I will help myself to the summary586

provided by Clark (2008):587

The extraordinary efficiency of the fish as a swimming device is partly due, it now seems,588

to an evolved capacity to couple its swimming behaviors to the pools of external kinetic589

energy found as swirls, eddies, and vortices in its watery environment (see Triantafyllou590

& Triantafyllou, 1995). These vortices include both naturally occurring ones (e.g., where591

water hits a rock) and self-induced ones (created by well-timed tail flaps). The fish swims592

by building these externally occurring processes into the very heart of its locomotion593

routines. The fish and surrounding vortices together constitute a unified and remarkably594

efficient swimming machine. (Clark, 2008, p. 225–226)595

In order to apply the dispositional hypothesis to the case of extended swimming,596

we simply need to ignore the final clause (i.e., DH6) of the dispositional hypothesis597

(this clause, recall, is only applicable to phenomena of the cognitive kind). Apart from598

this, however, the dispositional hypothesis is perfectly able to accommodate the bluefin599

tuna case. In effect, what we are doing is ascribing a certain capacity (a dispositional600

property) to the bluefin tuna (e.g., a capacity to swim at a certain speed or to swim601

with a certain efficiency). This capacity is probably not one that we are prepared602

to accept as cognitive—it is more akin to a physical capacity than it is a cognitive603

capacity. Despite this, however, there is no reason why we should not seek to provide604

a mechanistic explanation of this capacity, just as we do with any number of other605

dispositional properties to be found within the biological sciences (see Hüttemann606

& Kaiser, 2018). And, once we embark on this mechanistically-oriented explanatory607

effort, we may discover that our empirical nets need to be cast much more widely than608

the tuna’s organismic boundary. That is to say, as part of our efforts to explain the609

phenomenon of aquatic locomotion, we may discover that the borders and boundaries of610

the relevant locomotory mechanism are not quite where we thought they were. Rather611

than being confined to the individual that was deemed to possess the capacity, we may612

discover that the capacity is underwritten by an extended mechanism—a mechanism613

that reaches beyond the borders/boundaries of the thing to which the capacity is614

ascribed.16
615

The upshot is that the dispositional hypothesis appears well-equipped to deal with616

16There ought to be no reason to doubt the appeal to mechanistic terminology in this scenario. This is

despite the fact that we are dealing with a rather unusual set of putative components (e.g., tail flaps, vortices,
eddies, and self-generated pressure gradients). Aside from the fact that philosophers have approached the tuna

swimming case from a mechanistic standpoint (Kaplan, 2012), practicing scientists seem to have little problem
in using mechanistic terminology as part of the effort to explain locomotory phenomena in aquatic settings. The
mechanism that explains the tuna’s aquatic feats is probably best construed as a propulsive mechanism, and

such mechanisms have been the focus of considerable research attention by marine biologists (Fish & Lauder,

2006; Lauder & Drucker, 2002). What is more, a similar appeal to mechanisms can be found in the disciplinary
transition to other sorts of hydrological phenomena, such as those to be found in the atmospheric sciences (e.g.,

Nechayev & Solovyev, 2019). All this is consistent with the purported ubiquity of mechanistic explanations
across a multitude of scientific disciplines (C. F. Craver & Darden, 2013; Glennan, 2017).
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phenomena of the non-cognitive kind.17 All that is required for the dispositional617

hypothesis to work is that we have some discernible dispositional property (e.g., a618

capacity) that, when manifest, is subject to a form of extended/wide mechanistic619

realization. This effectively resolves the missing link puzzle, for we can now see how620

the appeal to non-cognitive kinds (e.g., the physical capacities of various non-human621

animals) can be accommodated within a broader theoretical framework that also622

accommodates the notions of extended cognition and the extended mind.623

In part the solution to the missing link puzzle stems from the generalizations made624

in respect of both the dispositional properties (e.g., capacities) that are ascribed to625

an entity and the constitutive mechanistic phenomena (e.g., cognitive processes) that626

reflect the exercise of these dispositional properties. In addition to this, however, the627

resolution of the missing link puzzle stems from the fact that we have generalized the628

nature of the entities that might be subject to some form of (cognitive or non-cognitive)629

extension. Together these generalizations provide us with a theoretical account that630

is applicable to a broad array of disciplines, some of which may lie well beyond the631

shores of cognitive science.632

4.4. Distributed Cognition633

Despite their differences, the aforementioned cases are all accommodated by the634

dispositional hypothesis. In one sense, this is a good thing, for we want an account that635

is sufficiently generic to accommodate cases involving both cognitive and non-cognitive636

phenomena, as well as cases that fall either side of the extended cognition/extended637

mind divide. On the other hand, generality is not always a virtue. In particular, we do638

not want to embrace an account that is overly permissive regarding the kinds of cases639

that are permitted entry to the club of Extended X.640

As a means of addressing this concern, let us attempt to apply the dispositional641

hypothesis to the notion of distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995, 2001). Distributed642

cognition presents us with an interesting challenge, for the nature of the relationship643

between extended and distributed cognition is not clear-cut. In fact, theorists seldom644

make an explicit distinction between distributed and extended cognition. Extended645

cognition is sometimes glossed as a particular form of distributed cognition (e.g.,646

Hutchins, 2011), while, at other times, distributed cognition is seen as a variant of647

extended cognition (e.g., Carter, Clark, & Palermos, 2018). Given this, we might expect648

the dispositional hypothesis to yield a positive response to cases of distributed cognition,649

thereby confirming the idea that these cognitive kinds are at least closely related.650

Interestingly, however, the application of the dispositional hypothesis to distributed651

cognition yields a negative result. That is, it fails to confirm the status of distributed652

cognition as a bona fide form of extended cognizing. To help us see this, let us direct653

our attention to what is perhaps the most well-known case of distributed cognition:654

the case of ship navigation. According to Hutchins (1995), the processes supporting655

navigational efforts aboard a large maritime vessel are ones that exploit a distributed656

nexus of biological and non-biological resources. Such resources include multiple human657

individuals and a rich array of material props, aids, and artifacts. From a mechanistic658

17In addition to extended swimming, the dispositional hypothesis can be applied to cases of extended digestion

(see Wilson, 2014) and extended respiration (see Di Paolo, 2009, p. 17). In such cases, we credit a biological
individual [extended digestion: Lethocerus; extended respiration: Aphelocheirus] with the possession of a

physiological capacity (in this case, a capacity of the digestive/respiratory kind), but the mechanism responsible
for the process that reflects the manifestation of this capacity are ones that extend beyond the borders of the

entity to which that capacity is ascribed.
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standpoint, we might say that these resources work together to form a distributed659

cognitive mechanism that underlies the navigational performances of the ship. The660

question, of course, is whether this distributed cognitive mechanism ought to be seen661

as an extended cognitive mechanism, i.e., as a mechanism whose constituents extend662

beyond the borders of the thing to which the relevant dispositional property (i.e., the663

navigational ability) is ascribed.664

In my view, the answer to this question is “no.” The reason for this relates to665

the difficulty in ascribing ownership of the larger navigational process to one of the666

components (e.g., a human individual) of the relevant mechanism. In particular, it does667

not make sense to say that the navigational routine ‘belongs’ to one of the components668

of the distributed cognitive mechanism, or that the routine is somehow owned by that669

component. Nor does it make much sense to say that the relevant navigational ability670

ought to be seen as a property of one of the individuals (or artifacts) that comprise671

the larger mechanism. There is, in short, no cognitive ‘core’ here—some sub-systemic,672

intra-ship object or agent to which we ascribe a given cognitive ability.18 Instead, the673

target of disposition ascription is the ship itself! In determining who or what possesses674

the relevant ability in the ship navigation case, our attention is naturally drawn to675

the larger systemic organization (the socio-technical system or ship) that performs the676

navigational process. We thus say that it is the ship (as a whole) that performs the677

navigational process, and it is thus the ship (as the whole) that is the target of our678

ascriptive efforts regarding the possession of specific ‘cognitive’ abilities, namely, an679

ability to locate oneself in space or to navigate a course across the ocean waves. The680

ship navigation case thus fails to qualify as a form of extended cognition. It fails due to681

the way in which our (disposition-related) ascriptive tendencies are naturally drawn to682

a larger systemic organization, as opposed to something that counts as a constituent683

element of that larger organization.684

In one sense, this is consistent with the way that Hutchins has attempted to draw a685

distinction between extended and distributed cognition. Hutchins, for example, suggests686

that one of the features that distinguishes distributed from extended cognition is that687

“distributed cognition does not assume a center for any cognitive system” (Hutchins,688

2014, p. 37). Note, however, that in earlier work, Hutchins (2011) seeks to downplay689

the extended theorist’s appeal to a cognitive core by referencing work in distributed690

cognitive science and cultural anthropology. Given the lessons learned from the study of691

distributed cognitive systems, Hutchins suggests the proponents of extended cognition692

would be well-advised to eliminate (or at least downplay) the appeal to any sort of693

cognitive center or cognitive core.694

Hutchins is correct, I think, to recognize the role of a cognitive core in distinguishing695

distributed from extended cognition. But he is wrong to suggest that the proponents696

of extended cognition ought to dispense with the notion of a cognitive core. The697

problem is that this core is playing a rather crucial role in arguments for extended698

cognizing. The core is important, for without this core we have no discernible target699

for the ascription of cognitive/mental dispositional properties that (when exercised)700

are subject to extended mechanistic realization. The best we can do, perhaps, is701

direct our disposition ascriptions to the larger systemic organization that exhibits702

the disposition manifestation. This is precisely what we do, of course, in the ship703

navigation case. The problem is that it is hard to see why this ability ought to be704

regarded as a specifically extended ability, for there is no sense in which the disposition705

manifestation (the navigational routine) is realized by a mechanism that extends beyond706

18See Clark (2008, pp. 106–109), for more on the notion of a cognitive core.
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the borders of the thing to which the ability is ascribed. Consider, for example, that if707

we seek to downplay the status of the human individual as a cognitive core in the long708

multiplication case, then we are likely to see the multiplicative capacity as a property709

of the larger system—the system comprising the human individual and pen and paper710

resources. In an active externalist context, this system would be referred to as an711

extended cognitive system, but in the absence of a cognitive core, it is nothing more712

than a distributed cognitive system—a cognitive system whose cognitive capacities713

(when exercised) are realized by mechanisms that are wholly contained within the714

borders of the thing to which the capacities are ascribed.715

The distinction between distributed and extended cognition thus turns on the716

way we ascribe cognitive dispositional properties to particular things. In the case of717

extended cognition, we see a particular entity (e.g., a human individual) as possessing718

some cognitive ability (e.g., a navigational ability) and the exercise/manifestation of719

this ability is one that involves the instantiation of an extended mechanism (i.e., a720

mechanism whose components lie beyond the borders/boundaries of the thing to which721

the ability is ascribed). This contrasts with the case of distributed cognition, where722

the mechanisms underwriting the ascription of an ability (e.g., a navigational ability)723

are wholly contained within the borders/boundaries of the thing to which the ability is724

ascribed (e.g., the ship). These latter mechanisms undoubtedly qualify as distributed725

cognitive mechanisms, in the sense that they are mechanisms that are constituted by726

an interacting nexus of material objects that include the likes of human individuals and727

technological artifacts. But there is no sense in which these mechanisms also qualify as728

extended cognitive mechanisms.729

The upshot is a theoretical distinction between the notions of distributed and730

extended cognition, one that (for better or worse) challenges the philosophical orthodoxy731

that has emerged in respect of these cognitive kinds. In contrast to the idea that732

distributed cognition is a particular form of extended cognition, or that extended733

cognition is a particular form of distributed cognition, the dispositional hypothesis734

provides us with an account that distinguishes between these cognitive kinds.19 This,735

then, is an additional virtue of the dispositional hypothesis. It tells us something about736

the distinction between distributed and extended cognition, and it also reveals that737

efforts to undermine or downplay the notion of a cognitive core (see Hutchins, 2011)738

are unlikely to advance the cause of the active externalist endeavor. It should also be739

clear, at this point, that the dispositional hypothesis is not overly liberal regarding740

the entry of cognitive kinds into the club of Extended X, for it is able to distinguish741

cognitive kinds that, on the surface at least, look to be highly similar.742

4.5. Embedded Cognition743

While distributed cognition is sometimes confused with extended cognition, philosophers744

have little problem distinguishing extended cognition from embedded cognition (Rupert,745

2004). A key difference between extended and embedded cognition concerns the notions746

of causal relevance (or dependence) and constitutive relevance (or dependence). In747

19Much depends, of course, on how we define the notion of distributed cognition. If, for example, we see
distributed cognition as nothing more than a claim about the distributed nature of cognitive mechanisms—a

characterization that applies to cognitive mechanisms of any stripe (extended or otherwise), then it should be

clear that extended cognition will emerge as a particular form of distributed cognition, as will non-extended (e.g.,
brain-based) forms of cognition. This appears to be the view endorsed by Hutchins (2014, p. 36), who suggests

that “Distributed cognition is not a kind of cognition; it is a perspective on all of cognition. . . Distributed
cognition begins with the assumption that all instances of cognition can be seen as emerging from distributed

processes.”
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particular, extended cognition is seen to entail a commitment to constitutive relevance,748

which goes beyond the mere causal relevance insisted upon by the advocates of embedded749

cognition. As noted by Wheeler (2019b):750

[. . . ] in cases of extended cognition, the machinery of mind stretches beyond the skull and751

skin, in the sense that certain external elements are, like an individual’s neurons, genuine752

constituents of the material realizers of that individual’s cognitive states and processes753

[. . . ] By contrast, in cases of what is now often called embedded cognition, the machinery754

of mind remains internal, but the performance of that inner mental machinery is causally755

scaffolded in significant ways by certain external factors. (Wheeler, 2019b, p. 861)756

The distinction between extended and embedded cognition is easily accommodated by757

the dispositional hypothesis. The dispositional hypothesis, recall, appeals to the idea of758

mechanisms whose components lie beyond some border or boundary. Such components759

are individuated relative to their constitutive relevance to some target phenomenon (see760

C. Craver, 2007), which, in the present case, is the constitutive mechanistic phenomenon761

that reflects the manifestation of a dispositional property (e.g., a cognitive process762

that reflects the exercise of a cognitive capacity). In this sense, the proponent of the763

dispositional hypothesis should not be overly concerned about the distinction between764

embedded and extended cognition. Mechanisms consist of components, and components765

are individuated courtesy of their constitutive (but not causal) relevance to whatever766

phenomenon is realized by a mechanism. There is, of course, much to be said about767

the way in which constitutional claims are to be distinguished from causal claims,768

both epistemically and metaphysically (see, for example, Baumgartner & Wilutzky,769

2017). By itself, however, the nature of this debate does not impugn the status of the770

dispositional hypothesis. The proponent of the dispositional hypothesis can thus accept771

that there is more philosophical work to be done in respect of the notion of constitutive772

relevance, and they can do so without reneging on the basic idea there is something773

distinctive about constitutional claims—something that distinguishes constitutional774

claims from merely causal claims.775

Perhaps, however, this point about the promissory nature of future philosophical776

work is the Achilles’ heel of the dispositional hypothesis. According to the dispositional777

hypothesis, we need to be able to identify the components of mechanisms in order to778

adjudicate the extended status of a mechanism. But if we lack a robust philosophical779

account of constitutive relevance, then it is somewhat difficult to know how to proceed.780

If, for example, we cannot be sure that an extra-organismic resource is a bona fide781

component of a putatively extended mechanism, then we have no means of applying782

the dispositional hypothesis to candidate cases of cognitive extension. In this case, the783

practical value of the dispositional hypothesis is, at best, limited.784

In response to this, it is worth bearing in mind that scientists seem to have little785

problem in individuating the components of the mechanisms. This is not to say that786

scientists do not need to invest considerable effort in individuating such components;787

it is simply to say that they do, as a matter of fact, discover mechanisms, and788

such mechanisms consist of a causally interacting nexus of what (in neo-mechanical789

philosophy) are referred to as components. From a practical standpoint, then, it is hard790

to see how the absence of a philosophically-robust account of constitutive relevance791

could stymie the scientific effort to discover and describe extended mechanisms.792

The project of individuating components is, if anything, even easier when it comes to793

engineering disciplines, for engineers already know a great deal about the componential794

structure of the mechanisms that they themselves create.20 This, of course, should come795

20As noted by Wilson and Clark (2009, p. 63), “An electronics engineer usually has a pretty clear sense of what
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as no great surprise, for engineers design mechanisms to perform certain functions, and796

the constituents (i.e., components) of these mechanisms are specifically selected so as797

to achieve the desired functionality.21 (The relevance of this should be clear when it798

comes to the effort to design and build extended cognitive systems.)799

From a purely practical standpoint, then, there seems little reason to doubt the800

importance of the distinction between constitutional and causal claims. Nor does there801

seem any reason to think that the practical project of studying and (crucially) building802

extended cognitive systems is apt to be stymied by the absence of a philosophically-803

robust account of constitutive relevance. To be sure, it would certainly help to have804

such an account to hand.22 But there is no reason why the dispositional hypothesis805

cannot be used to support the practical pursuits of (extended) cognitive science. Nor806

is there any reason to think that such pursuits are the peculiar province of cognitive807

science, for the dispositional hypothesis is one that can be applied to multiple kinds of808

phenomena, not just those that pique the interests of the cognitive scientific community.809

5. Conclusion810

In the present paper, I sought to provide a theoretical account that extends the reach811

of active externalism to the realm of both cognitive and non-cognitive phenomena812

(the realm of what I called Extended X). This hypothesis—dubbed the dispositional813

hypothesis—assigns a central role to dispositional properties, where the notion of a814

dispositional property subsumes the likes of capacities, abilities, and dispositional815

beliefs. According to the dispositional hypothesis, extended cognition occurs when the816

mechanism responsible for the manifestation of a (cognitive) dispositional property817

includes components that lie external to the borders/boundaries of the thing to which818

the dispositional property is ascribed.819

One of the immediate virtues of the dispositional hypothesis is that it provides820

us with a common approach to understanding extended cognition and the extended821

mind—the two most prominent targets of the active externalist endeavor. While we822

might be inclined to view active externalism as something of a dualistic enterprise,823

with the relevant philosophical space partitioned into regions concerned with either824

the extended mind (the philosophy of mind) or extended cognition (the philosophy of825

cognitive science), the dispositional hypothesis papers over these distinctions. According826

to the dispositional hypothesis, we can understand claims about the extended mind827

in precisely the same way we understand claims about extended cognition; all that828

changes is the nature of the dispositional property that is ascribed to a given cognitive829

agent.830

A second virtue of the dispositional hypothesis is the way it broadens the scope of831

active externalism. While active externalism is mostly concerned with the realm of832

cognitive/mental phenomena, the dispositional hypothesis opens the door to a more833

liberal view of active externalism—one that supports its application to phenomena834

that lie beyond the disciplinary borders of cognitive science.835

A third virtue of the dispositional hypothesis is the way it helps us make sense of the836

appeal to mechanistic concepts in the active externalist literature. The dispositional837

hypothesis is thus consistent with the idea that cognitive extension can be understood838

is mere input to a system and what is an integrated addition that alters the system itself.”
21Such mechanisms are what Glennan and Illari (2018b) refer to as mechanisms with designed-and-built-

etiologies.
22For a recent philosophical account of constitutive relevance, see Craver et al. (2021).
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from a broadly mechanistic perspective (e.g., Fazekas, 2013). It also provides us with a839

particular way of understanding the appeal to extended (Clark, 2011; Hurley, 2010;840

Kaplan, 2012; Smart, in press; Zednik, 2011), wide (Mi lkowski et al., 2018), or supersized841

(Clark, 2008) mechanisms in the active externalist literature.842

Is the dispositional hypothesis the right way to think about active externalism?843

The dispositional hypothesis is, I think, extensionally adequate, in the sense that it is844

applicable to a diverse array of Extended X phenomena. That being said, there is clearly845

much more work to be done when it comes to the philosophical analysis of dispositional846

properties, the link between dispositional properties and mechanistic concepts, and847

the extent to which the dispositional hypothesis successfully discriminates between848

dispositions of the extended versus non-extended kind. These are all important areas for849

future philosophical research. For present purposes, however, I hope to have shown that850

the dispositional hypothesis provides us with a plausible approach to understanding851

cognitive extension, one that accommodates many of the cases discussed in the active852

externalist literature. It provides us with an explicit characterization of what might853

be entailed by active externalist claims, and it serves as an important alternative to854

recent philosophical accounts that emphasize the importance of sensorimotor exchanges855

between a cognitive agent and the extra-agential environment (see Chalmers, 2019).856

It also provides us with a means of linking active externalist debates and discussions857

to phenomena that do not fall within the rubric of cognitive science. In this respect,858

the dispositional hypothesis provides us with an important opportunity to broaden859

the scope of active externalist theorizing, enabling us to extend its reach beyond the860

borders of cognitive science and the philosophy of mind. As a philosophical theory,861

active externalism was forged in a cognitive scientific crucible, and it has transformed862

the way we think about the machinery of the human mind. Perhaps, however, the863

human cognitive crucible was just the beginning. By broadening the scope of active864

externalism to the realm of Extended X, we may shed light on phenomena that lie865

beyond the orbit of cognitive science. And it is perhaps via that circuitous loop out866

into the extra-cognitive world that we may arrive at a better understanding of just867

what it means for the human mind to escape its cranial confines and seep out into the868

world.869
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